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ABSTRACT
Motivation: Protein-protein interactions (PPI) are pivotal for many
biological processes and similarity in Gene Ontology (GO) annotation
has been found to be one of their strongest indicators. GO driven
algorithms for PPI inference can be divided into machine learning
and semantic similarity approaches. We introduce the concept of
inducers as a method to integrate both approaches effectively, leading
to superior prediction accuracies.
Results: An inducer (ULCA) in combination with a Random Forrest
classifier outperforms the basic machine learning approaches, a
suite of semantic similarity methods, and five sequence based
methods. On a newly created set of high-quality interaction data, we
furthermore demonstrate that the cross-species prediction accuracy
of the proposed method is excellent, rendering it a valuable
companion to sequenced based methods.
Availability: Software and datasets are available at http://

bioinformatics.org.au/go2ppi/

Contact: s.maetschke@uq.edu.au

1 INTRODUCTION
A major challenge in systems biology is the accurate mapping of the
interactome – the set of all protein-protein interactions within a cell.
Understanding the interactome is essential in deciphering protein
function and cell behavior (Eisenberget al., 2000).

Large-scale interaction maps have been experimentally determined
but are incomplete and show high error rates (von Meringet al.,
2002). Consequently,in silico methods have been developed to infer
protein-protein interactions from various sources of information,
ranging from sequence features such as n-gram composition, over
phylogenetic relationships, e.g. Interologs, to shared GO annotation.
Lu et al.(2005) provides an excellent overview of features indicative
for protein-protein interactions.

Several studies have recognized similarity in GO annotation as
one of the strongest predictors for protein interaction (Linet al.,
2004; Miller et al., 2005; Patilet al., 2005). GO annotation driven
interaction inference is based on the observation that proteins
localized at the same cellular compartment are more likely to
interact than proteins that reside in spatially distant compartments.
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Similarly, proteins that share a common biological process or
molecular function tend to interact more frequently than proteins
annotated with differing sets of GO terms.

The GO is organized as a graph with terms as nodes and
edges describing relationships (Ashburneret al., 2000). There are
two fundamental approaches to exploit GO annotation for protein
interaction prediction. 1) Themachine learning(ML) approach,
where the GO annotation of a protein pair is encoded by a
feature vector that indicates annotating or shared GO terms, which
is evaluated by a machine learning classifier. 2) Thesemantic
similarity measure(SSM) approach, where a metric over the GO
graph, e.g. the shortest path between terms, is applied to measure
the similarity between GO terms. The former approach has the
advantage that advanced classification algorithms such as Support
Vector Machines or Random Forests can be applied but commonly
ignores the information latent within the topology of the GO graph.
The latter explicitly exploits topological relationships between GO
terms but is typically limited to comparatively simple predictors,
e.g. term probabilities.

While many hybrid approaches have been developed, generally
only the score of a SSM is used as one input feature amongst others,
essentially hiding the GO topology from the classifier. To enable
classifiers to take advantage of the GO topology we utilizeinducers
– to be be explained in Section 2.2. In the following we firstly
discuss the mostly hybrid ML approaches before addressing SSMs.

Patil et al. (2005) trained a Naive Bayes classifier to assign
reliability scores to interactions in yeast. Input features to the
predictor were shared GO terms, PFAM domains and sequence
homology. While relationships between GO terms were not taken
into account, GO annotation was nevertheless found to be the
second most important feature. Amongst features extracted from
PubMed abstracts and entries in interaction databases, shared GO
terms were also successfully exploited by Heet al.(2009) to identify
potentially novel interactions in human datasets. Another human
protein-protein interaction network was constructed by Rhodeset al.
(2005) using a Naive Bayes classifier with interolog data, expression
profiles and GO annotations as features. The latter was limited to the
biological-process ontology and the likelihood of the least frequent
shared term for a protein pair served as input to the classifier.

Jansenet al.(2003) employed a Bayesian network and biological-
process annotation from GO, MIPS function, essentiality and
mRNA co-expression as features to infer interactions in yeast. GO
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annotation was used as follows: GO terms of an annotated protein
pair induce a sub-graph within the GO graph (see Equation 5).
The frequency distribution of sub-graphs over all possible protein
pairs was calculated and the functional similarity of two proteins
was measured by the frequency of the induced sub-graph. Lin
et al. (2004) built on the work of Jansenet al. (2003) and
assessed the importance of the individual features utilized by Jansen
et al.. They found that MIPS (Munich Information Center for
Protein Sequences) and GO functional similarity are the dominating
information contributors for PPI prediction and noted that Random
Forests based on those two features alone can give highly accurate
classifications. Similarly, Luet al. (2005) evaluated 16 features for
PPI inference in yeast using a Naive Bayes classifier and found
MIPS functional categories and GO biological-process to be the
two most predictive features. Following Jansenet al. (2003), the
frequency distribution of induced sub-graphs was calculated to
measure protein similarity.

De Bodt et al. (2009) predicted protein-protein interactions in
Arabidopsis thaliana, exploiting sequence orthology, expression
data and GO annotation (BP and CC). The similarity between
two proteins based on their GO annotation was determined by
the maximum depth of the common ancestors of all pairs of GO
terms assigned to both proteins. Milleret al. (2005) and Ben-Hur
et al. (2005) both employed a SVM and, amongst various feature
kernels, GO annotation information to infer PPI inSaccharomyces
cerevisiae. GO similarity between two proteins was measured as the
maximum of the log likelihoods of their common ancestors. The
recent work by Qiuet al. (2008) follows the work of Ben-Huret al.
and uses the same similarity measure but applies it to the prediction
of co-complexed protein pairs.

SSMs were originally developed to measure word similarities
based on lexical taxonomies (WordNet). The most common,node-
basedmethods by Resnik (1995), Jianget al.(1997), Lin (1998) and
many others utilize the information content of the common ancestor
nodes to measure term similarity.Edge-basedmethods on the other
hand, exploit the lengths of the paths between terms Pesquitaet al.
(2009). SSMs have been applied to measure protein similarity (Duan
et al., 2006; Lord et al., 2003; Pesquitaet al., 2008), to infer
genetic interactions (Leeet al., 2005), to predict subnuclear protein
localization (Leiet al., 2006), to assess the quality of interactomes
(Brown et al., 2005; Chenet al., 2003), or to correlate with gene
expression (Sevillaet al., 2005; Xu et al., 2008), protein family
association (Coutoet al., 2007), pathways (Sheehanet al., 2008;
Wanget al., 2007) and functional similarity (Pozoet al., 2008; Xu
et al., 2008; Mistryet al., 2008; Taoet al., 2007; Yuet al., 2007;
Schlickeret al., 2006). Pesquitaet al. (2009) provides an excellent
overview of the many SSMs.

Only a few authors have utilized SSMs to infer protein-protein
interactions. Wuet al. (2006) defined a similarity measure that is
composed of three components, such as overlap of induced term
sub-graphs, term generality and term distances to lowest common
ancestors. Guoet al. (2006) compared five SSMs to predict human
protein-protein interactions and found Resnik’s measure (Resnik,
1995) to perform best. Finally, Jainet al. (2010) introduced a novel
SSM that attempts to compensate for the unequal depths of different
branches of the GO DAG. In an evaluation on a yeast PPI dataset
the prediction performance (Area under the ROC) was on par with
Resnik’s similarity metric.

2 METHODS
In this section we firstly describe the GO, then explain the concept of
inducersand close with a description of the data sets employed for their
evaluation.

2.1 Gene ontology
The GO is a hierarchically organized, controlled vocabulary to characterize
gene products (Ashburneret al., 2000). It is composed of three ontologies
with terms identifying biological processes (BP), cellularcomponents (CC)
and molecular functions (MF). Each ontology is represented by a directed
acyclic graph (DAG), with nodes referring to GO terms and edges describing
relationships between terms. Different edge types such asis a, part of,
regulates, negativelyregulatesor positivelyregulateswill be treated as
equal in the following.

2.2 Term inducers
Term inducers define sets of GO terms that are induced within the DAG by
the GO annotation of protein pairs. Inducers are motivated bythe assumption
that an induced term set is richer in information and can be a more accurate
predictor of protein interaction than the original, annotating term set. For
instance, the terms along the shortest path between two GO terms within
the DAG may be better indicators of protein interaction than the two GO
terms alone. In the following, we firstly establish a general framework before
describing individual inducers in detail.

Let a GO DAG be given as a graphG(T,R), with a term setT , whereby
terms representing nodes within the graph, and a relationship or edge set
R ⊂ T × T . Furthermore, let two proteinsp1 andp2 be annotated by term
setsS1 ⊂ T andS2 ⊂ T , respectively. From the two, originating term sets
S1 andS2 a new, induced term setS is constructed by applying anInducer
I as follows:

I : T × T → T

(S1, S2) 7→ S
(1)

The induced term set is subsequently projected onto a feature vectorv by
associating each GO termt ∈ T with an arbitrary but unique indexidx(t) ∈
{1, . . . , |T |} and settingvidx(t) = 1 if t ∈ S or 0 otherwise. The resulting
binary feature vector is typically high dimensional (|T |) but sparse (S <<

T ) and serves as input to a standard machine learning classifier, either to
predict whether two proteins are interacting or to train theclassifier. Figure 1
depicts the architecture of the system.

Fig. 1. Architecture. An inducer operates over the GO DAG and maps two
term setss1 ands2, annotating two proteins, onto a feature vector that serves
as input to a ML classifier.

While inducers can generate term sets in arbitrary ways, we are
particularly interested in mappings that express the relationships between
terms as given by the ontology graph – similar to the way SSMs exploit
topological information. We distinguish three classes of inducers.Basic-
inducers ignore term relationships, serve as controls, and represent the
traditional ML approach.Ancestral-inducersare based on ancestor terms
derived from a set of protein annotations and resemble node-based SSMs.
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Shortest Path-inducers, which include terms along the shortest path or paths
between two term sets, are similar to edge-based SSMs.

2.2.1 Basic-inducersThe AL (All Labels) inducer computes the
union of the term setsS1 and S2, which annotate proteinp1 and p2,
respectively:

AL(S1, S2) = S1 ∪ S2 (2)

Equally simple is theAC (All Common terms) inducer, which is defined
as the intersection of the two term setsS1 andS2:

AC(S1, S2) = S1 ∩ S2 (3)

Note that basic-inducers do not induce an enriched term set.They
represent the basic approach, where the annotation of a protein pair is
described by an indicator vector that either encodes all annotating GO terms
(AL) or the GO terms shared (AC) by the two proteins.

2.2.2 Ancestral-inducerCommon ancestors of terms within the GO
DAG are generalized concepts (subsumers) of their descendants and build
the basis of many SSMs. Ancestral-inducers aim to take advantage of this
information by generating sets that contain ancestral terms of the original
GO protein annotation.

Let the set of parent terms of an individual GO termt be denoted asP (t).
And let the set of parent termsP (S) over a set of termsS be defined as the
union of the corresponding ancestor sets:P (S) =

⋃
t∈S P (t). With this

definition the set of ancestor terms can be written asA(S) = S∪A(P (S)),
with A(∅) = ∅. Note that this recursive definition of ancestors includes the
originating term setS and all its ancestral terms up to the root termr.

We furthermore define the depthD(t) of a term within the GO DAG as
the longest path from the rootr to termt, which can easily be calculated as
D(t) = max {D(u)|u ∈ P (t)} + 1, with D(r) = 0. Equipped with the
definitions above we now describe several ancestral inducers.

TheAA (All Ancestors) inducer computes the union of all ancestors of
two term setsS1 andS2:

AA(S1, S2) = A(S1) ∪A(S2) (4)

It is an extension of theAL inducer that includes the ancestral terms.
Similarly, the ACA (All Common Ancestors) inducer extends theAC
inducer by computing the intersection of the ancestor sets:

ACA(S1, S2) = A(S1) ∩A(S2) (5)

The lowest common ancestor of two term sets is the shared ancestor with
the largest depthD(·). The OLCA (Only Lowest Common Ancestors)
inducer generates this set. Note that there can be multiple lowest common
ancestors - all with the same depth.

OLCA(S1, S2) = argmax
t

{D(t)|t ∈ ACA(S1, S2)} (6)

TheLCA (Lowest Common Ancestors) inducer extends theOLCA set
with the originating term setsS1 andS2:

LCA(S1, S2) = S1 ∪ S2 ∪OLCA(S1, S2) (7)

However, theLCA set still does not contain terms along the paths from
the original term setsS1 and S2 to the lowest common ancestors. The
ULCA (Up to Lowest Common Ancestors, see Figure 2) extends theLCA

set by incorporating those terms:

ULCA(S1, S2) = {t|t ∈ AA(S1, S2) ∧D(t) >= dlca}, (8)

with dlca is the depth of the lowest common ancestors.
To assess the importance of the lowest common ancestor for PPI

prediction we also compute theWLCA (Without Lowest Common
Ancestors) set, which is theULCA set without the lowest common
ancestors or equivalently, theAA set without theACA set:

WLCA(S1, S2) = AA(S1, S2) \ACA(S1, S2) (9)

Fig. 2. Example of the ULCA inducer. Proteinsp1 andp2 are annotated by
the black nodes (terms) within the GO DAG. Dark gray nodes are induced
by the ULCA inducer up to the Lowest Common Ancestor (LCA).

2.2.3 Shortest path inducersThe length of the shortest path between
two terms within the GO DAG is a measure for their relatedness. Shortest
path inducers strive to take advantage of this property by generating sets
that include the terms along the shortest paths between two term sets. The
shortest path within a graph is however only defined between two individual
terms but not between sets of terms. A natural generalization for term sets
would be thek-minimum spanning tree(k-MST) but is known to be NP-
hard – though there are fast approximations (Garg, 1996). We employ a very
simple heuristic to approximate the k-MST for proteins annotated with more
than one GO term.

For the following definitions, we treat the edges between nodes within the
GO DAG as undirected and of constant weight. Letsp(t1, t2) be the set of
terms along a shortest path betweent1 andt2. We define the shortest path
setsp(t, S) between a single termt and a term setS, based on the shortest
shortest path set betweent and any term inS:

sp(t, S) = arg min
sp(t,u)

{|sp(t, u)| | u ∈ S}, (10)

with |sp(t, u)| being the number of terms along a shortest path betweent

andu. Note thatsp(t, S) can be computed efficiently by terminating the
shortest path construction as soon as a term inS is encountered.

To compute the shortest path set between two term setsS1 andS2 we
firstly pick two arbitrary termst1 ∈ S1 andt2 ∈ S2. In the second step a
remainder setR is constructed, which is the union of the originating term
setsS1, S2 and the shortest path setsp(t1, t2) but withoutt1 andt2:

R = (S1 ∪ S2 ∪ sp(t1, t2)) \ {t1, t2} (11)

Finally, the union of the shortest path sets between any termu ∈ R andR
withoutu is constructed:

SPS(S1, S2) =
⋃

u∈R

sp(u,R \ u) (12)

We callSPS(S1, S2) the Single Shortest Pathinducer because only one
shortest path is taken into account bysp(t, S). Within a DAG however, there
can be many shortest paths and we analogously define anAll Shortest Paths
inducerSPA(S1, S2):

SPA(S1, S2) =
⋃

u∈R

sp′(u,R \ u), (13)

with sp′(t, S) being the union of all shortest path sets between a termt and
a term setS.

2.3 Data
We used data from Uniprot, GO and the STRING database to evaluate the
prediction accuracies of the inducers introduced above.
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2.3.1 Uniprot The Uniprot (Bairochet al., 2005) database (Version 22,
2010-11-30) was downloaded and stored within an XML database (Berkely
DB). GO annotations for the proteins within the interactiondata sets were
extracted from this database.

2.3.2 Gene OntologyThe filtered GO database (Revision 1.1551),
without cross-products, inter-ontology links, and haspart relationships was
downloaded fromhttp://www.geneontology.org/ontology/
obo_format_1_2/gene_ontology.1_2.obo . The four GO slims
shown in Table 1 were downloaded fromhttp://www.geneontology.
org/GO.slims.shtml .

Table 1. GO slims.

Label Name Revision #terms description

GOA goslim goa 1.854 62 UniProtKB-GOA
YEA goslim yeast 1.822 92 Yeast slim
GEN goslim generic 1.862 127 Generic GO slim
PIR goslim pir 1.99 467 Protein Inf. Res.

GO slims downloaded from Uniprot, with their numbers of GO terms.

2.3.3 PPI datasetsTo allow for comparison with sequence-based
prediction methods a yeast dataset (2159 proteins, 3867 interactions)
by Park was downloaded fromhttp://www.marcottelab.org/
users/yungki (Park, 2009). Park’s dataset utilizes DIP identifiers for
proteins, while the annotation with GO terms from Uniprot requires Uniprot
identifiers. 2155 DIP ids could be mapped and the resulting newdataset with
3844 interactions closely resembles Park’s original data. Park also compiled
a human interaction dataset but only 5277 out of 6313 identifiers could be
mapped, reducing the number of interactions from 17431 to 13066, and was
therefore deemed not similar enough for a valid comparison.

To create a comprehensive benchmark set with high quality interactions,
eight additional PPI networks were extracted from the STRING
database (Jensenet al., 2009). We downloaded the flat files of the database
(version 8.3) and filtered for interactions from the experimental and database
channels only with a confidence score≥ 900. Protein identifiers were
mapped to Uniprot ids, redundant interactions, self-links and links without a
binding actiontag were removed. Table 2 lists the networks and their sizes.

Table 2. PPI data sets.

Label Species #proteins #interactions

YP Yeast data set by Y. Park 2152 3844
SC Saccharomyces Cerevisiae 3301 21096
HS Homo Sapiens 3102 15049
MM Mus Musculus 2741 11972
AT Arabidopsis Thaliana 1918 23280
DM Drosophila Melanogaster 1205 7718
SP Schizosaccharomyces Pombe 951 9315
EC Escherichia Coli 787 1731
BC Bacillus Clausii 320 305

Protein-protein interaction data sets for different species with their numbers of
proteins and interactions. Apart fromYPall data sets were extracted from the
STRING database.

Negative samples for cross-validation were generated by randomly and
uniformly sampling from the set of all proteins pairs that are not in the
positive set. Jansenet al. filtered for proteins in separate subcellular
compartments (Jansenet al., 2003) but Ben-Huret al. have shown that this
introduces a bias, rendering the classification task significantly easier (Ben-
Hur et al., 2005, 2006), and protein localization was therefore not taken
into account. A possible alternative for high-quality negative data, the
Negatome(Smialowskiet al., 2010) – a database of non-interacting protein
pairs – did not contain enough samples for our purposes.

The size of the negative data set was chosen to match the size ofthe
positive set. Park (2009) has shown that a larger negative set has essentially
no impact on the AUC but increases the training time of the predictor
considerably.

3 RESULTS
For all following evaluations 10-fold cross-validation was
performed and prediction accuracy was measured by the Area under
the ROC curve (AUC). To reduce computation time, ontology terms
that are obsolete or unused were removed from the DAG – provided
they were not part of the sub-DAG induced by used terms.

Firstly we evaluated the prediction accuracy of the inducers
introduced in Section 2.2. As described there, induced term
sets were projected on a feature vector and processed by a
classifier. Naive Bayes was chosen as underlying classifier, since
no optimization of parameter settings is required and training
is fast. Performance was measured on theSC (yeast) data
set, due its comprehensiveness and high quality interactions (see
Supplementary Material for results on other datasets). Figure 3
shows the prediction accuracies of all inducers for the three
ontologies.

AC AL AA ACA LCA OLCA WLCA ULCA SPS SPA
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MF

Fig. 3. Prediction accuracies (AUC) of different inducers with a Naive
Bayes classifier for the three ontologies (BP, CC, MF) onSC data set. Error
bars show standard deviation.

Strikingly all inducers that compute common ancestors (·CA)
show considerably higher prediction accuracies than shortest path
(SPS, SPA) and basic inducers (AC, AL), with the ULCA method
being the top performer. But the results also reveal that it is not the
lowest common ancestor terms (LCATs) alone that are responsible
for the superior performance. Firstly, the accuracy of theOLCA
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inducer (which generates LACTs only) is lower than that of the
ULCAmethod. Secondly, terms along the paths from the originating
term sets up to, but without, the LACTs are not sufficient for
top performance either, as the accuracy for theWLCA inducer
(which excludes LACTs) indicates. Finally, also the combination
of the originating term sets and LACTs as generated by theLCA
inducer, is still inferior to that of theULCA method. Compared to
basic approaches such asAC and AL, which ignore relationships
between terms, common ancestor methods achieve substantially
higher prediction accuracies in almost all cases.

The prediction accuracy of the shortest path methods (SPS, SPA)
is slightly better than that of the basic inducerAC, comparable to
AL, but inferior to all common ancestor methods (·CA). Note, that
within a tree topology and for proteins annotated with single GO
terms, the shortest path inducer and theULCA inducer would be
essentially equivalent.

Independent from the chosen inducer, the results highlight that
the predictive power of the BP and CC ontology is similar, with a
slight advantage for the BP ontology, while the predictive power of
the MF ontology is considerably lower. This difference in power
is understandable, since shared biological function (BF) or cellular
compartment (CC) are expected to be stronger indicators for protein
interaction than shared molecular function (MF).

ALL GOA PIR YEA GEN
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Fig. 4. Comparison ofAC andULCA inducers with NB classifier for slim
(GEN, GOA, PIR, SC) and complete (ALL) term sets onSC data set. AUC
is averaged over the three ontologies. Error bars show standard deviation.

Beside other factors the performance of theAC inducer is related
to the number of GO terms. The larger the term set the less likely
it is that two proteins share GO annotations. GO slims are subsets
of the GO term set that provide a means to simplify annotation,
to reduce computational expense and to improve the predictive
power of shared term approaches. Figure 4 compares the prediction
accuracies of theACandULCA inducers, using a Naive Bayes (NB)
classifier, for four GO slims (see Table 1) with the complete term
set (ALL) on theSCdata set.

Since theULCA inducer requires a fully connected DAG all GO
slims were augmented with the missing terms to reconstruct DAGs
up to the root terms. This augmentation has no impact on theAC

method, since those terms are not used for annotation but it enables
a comparison with theULCAmethod on a slim.

As Figure 4 shows, the prediction accuracy of theAC inducer
improves substantially on GO slims (GEN, GOA, PIR, SC) in
comparison to the complete term set (ALL) – with the notable
exception of theGOA slim. In contrast, slims have a negative
impact on the performance of theULCA inducer in all cases. The
highest overall AUC of 0.86 is achieved by theULCA inducer on
the complete term set, outperforming all slims considerably.

As stated previously, shortest path and common ancestor inducers
resemble many SSMs. The main difference between inducers and
SSMs is that the former map induced terms on a (high-dimensional)
feature vector to be evaluated by a classifier, while the latter
compute a single similarity value and do not use an additional
classifier. Figure 5 compares the prediction accuracies of theULCA
inducer on theSC data set with SSMs by Jianget al.(1997) (JIA),
Resnik (1995) (RES), Lin (1998) (LIN ), Pesquitaet al. (2008)
(PES), Gentleman (2006) (GEN ) and Schlickeret al. (2006)
(SCH). SP is the length of the shortest path as generated by
the SPSinducer. For all SSMs the results with thebest-match-
averagecombination strategy (Schlickeret al., 2006) are shown.
In agreement with Pesquitaet al. (2008), maximumand average
strategies were found to be inferior (see Supplementary Material).
TheULCA inducer was used in combination with a Random Forest
classifier, since it achieved the highest accuracies in a classifier
comparison (see Supplementary Material).
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Fig. 5. Comparison of theULCA inducer (last three bars), using a RF
classifier, with semantic similarity measures (JIA,...,SP ) on theSC data
set for all three ontologies (BP,CC,MF).

Following the traditional methodology, SSM results are not cross-
validated, which gives the supervised methods (all exceptSP and
GEN ) a slight advantage over theULCA inducer, which is cross-
validated. Nevertheless, all SSMs are clearly outperformed by the
ULCA inducer, with an excellent peak AUC of 0.95 on the BP
ontology. Within the SSMs, and in agreement with Guoet al.
(2006), Resnik’s method was found to perform best but not much
different from most of the other SSMs evaluated.
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In addition to SSMs we were also interested in comparing the
prediction performance of GO driven methods to state-of-the-art
sequenced based methods. Figure 6 compares the AUCs of five
sequence based methods (M1-M4, C) recently evaluated by Park
(2009) on a yeast data set with the prediction accuracy of the
ULCA inducer on the correspondingY P data set. TheULCA
method was combined a RF classifier and the three ontologies were
mapped to one feature vector (see Supplementary Material for a
more detailed explanation). To make the comparison as fair as
possible 4-fold cross-validation was used and GO annotations with
IGI or IPI evidence codes were excluded (see (Rogerset al., 2009)).
However, this had minimal impact on the prediction accuracy (see
Supplementary Material).

M1 M2 M3 M4 C ULCA
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Fig. 6. Comparison of theULCA inducer using a RF classifier on theY PC

data set with the sequence based methods (M1-M4, C).

The GO driven predictor (ULCA) compares favorably with
the sequence based methods, reaching a top AUC of 0.90 and
outperforming the consensus methodC, which combines the
sequence based methodsM1-M4. As described in more detail in
Park (2009),M1 utilizes trigram signatures as features and a SVM
as classifier.M2 exploits the co-occurrence of sub-sequences.M3

evaluates trigrams over a reduced amino-acid alphabet andM4

employs auto-correlation over seven physicochemical properties.
Park (2009) also evaluated the cross-species accuracy by training

a classifier on one species and predicting interactions for a different
species. He found the cross-species accuracy of the predictors to
be low. For instance, a 4-fold cross-validation AUC of 0.85 was
achieved on the yeast data set and an AUC of 0.90 on the human
data set. However, when trained on yeast and applied to human the
prediction accuracy dropped from 0.90 to 0.68.

Figure 7 displays the cross-species and self-test accuracies (AUC)
of the ULCA inducer with a NB classifier on the BP ontology
over seven species (see datasets in Table 2). Dark colors indicate
low prediction accuracies and the values along the diagonal are
the AUCs of the self-test (training and test on the same dataset).
Self-test accuracy is not very useful in general but in case of a NB
classifier (which has a low VC dimension) provides an optimistic

but reasonable approximation of its maximum cross-validation
accuracy.

SC HS DM MM CT EC AT
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HS
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EC

AT
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0.90 0.84 0.65 0.62 0.74 0.92 0.72

0.87 0.86 0.67 0.64 0.74 0.91 0.69

0.86 0.81 0.75 0.63 0.74 0.89 0.73

0.87 0.81 0.72 0.67 0.76 0.91 0.71

0.80 0.78 0.62 0.61 0.82 0.90 0.62

0.88 0.85 0.68 0.64 0.76 0.94 0.68

0.88 0.81 0.69 0.64 0.66 0.86 0.81

Fig. 7. Cross-species prediction accuracies (AUCs) of theULCA inducer
with a NB classifier using the BP ontology.

Interestingly, and in strong contrast to sequence based predictors
as evaluated by Park (Park, 2009), cross-species accuracy of the
GO driven approach is excellent. The prediction performance on the
target species for different source species essentially only depends
on the self-test accuracy achieved on the target species. Datasets
with high self-test accuracy (e.g.SC = 0.90, EC = 0.94) lead to
high test accuracies for all training data sets, while datasets linked to
low self-test accuracy (e.g.MM = 0.67) result in low cross-species
accuracies. For instance, a classifier trained on mouse (MM) and
tested on yeast (SC) achieves an AUC of 0.87, while a predictor
trained on yeast (SC) and applied to mouse (MM) reaches only an
AUC of 0.62. Error rates on the target species can be contributed
to false interactions or false GO annotations. Joneset al. (2007)
estimated error rates as high as 49% forISSevidence codes and
18% for GO annotation from experimental evidence.

High self-test accuracies (for a NB classifier) indicate datasets
of good quality (highly consistent), a classifier can perform well
on. Since GO annotation is essentially designed to be species
independent (Ashburneret al., 2000), a model trained on one species
can be transferred and successfully be applied to a different species.

4 DISCUSSION
Inducers can model the traditional ML approach, where only the
annotating GO terms are mapped onto a feature vector (ignoring the
GO topology) but can also simulate SSMs. For instance, Resnik’s
SSM is effectively anOLCA inducer with a simple classifier,
utilizing information content as term weights. A great many variants
of Resnik’s SSM and other heuristics have been developed but most
of them have not found to be considerably more accurate or have
been evaluated for special cases only. The reason why theULCA
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inducer presented here consistently outperforms Resnik’s SSM on
all data sets is due to the fact that the latter and many other SSMs are
limited to simple estimators (e.g. term probabilities), while machine
learning methods can model higher-order statistics. To confirm this
we replaced the classifier component for several inducers by the
average or maximum information content over the induced term set.
The resulting prediction accuracies drop to the level of SSMs (see
Supplementary Material).

However, SSMs still achieve good accuracies, require no training
when unsupervised and result in a single similarity value that
can readily be interpreted. While they cannot natively be applied
to multi-class problems — e.g. distinguishing between different
types of interactions such as obligate, non-obligate, permanent or
transient (Perkinset al., 2010) — they present a viable alternative to
inducers, which achieves higher accuracies but are computationally
much more demanding.

A way to reduce the computational burden of the inducer based
approach is the usage of GO slims. While this leads to much
shorter feature vectors and therefore shorter prediction times it
also reduces the prediction accuracy considerably (see Figure 4).
Furthermore, the mapping of GO annotations to slim terms via
map2slim.pl is actually computationally more complex and
expensive than theULCA inducer (seehttp://search.cpan.
org/˜cmungall/go-perl/scripts/map2slim for details).
In addition, the former also requires the selection of a suitable slim,
which have shown considerable variation in their predictive power.

A very high AUC of 0.95 has been achieved on our yeast data
set, using anULCA inducer with a Random Forest classifier (see
Figure 5), which we attribute to the very stringent filtering of our
data sets and the apparently high quality of the GO annotation.
This result is in agreement with Linet al. (2004), who showed that
GO annotation with Random Forests can generate highly accurate
predictions. It is noteworthy that a study by Patilet al.(2005) found
sequence homology and GO annotation to have low correlation –
implying that a combination of GO and sequence based methods
could lead to further improvements in prediction accuracy. While
the cross-species accuracy of sequence based methods is low, they
have the advantage to be applicable in cases where only sequence
data but no further annotation is available, e.g. newly sequenced
genomes. Annotation software such asBlast2Go( Götzet al., 2008)
can be used to transfer GO terms to unannotated gene products but
the impact on the accuracy of GO driven predictors is unknown.

5 CONCLUSIONS
We introduced the concept ofinducersto integrate traditional ML
and SSMs for the inference of PPI. The superior prediction accuracy
in comparison to basic ML approaches, SSMs and sequence based
methods demonstrates the advantage of the concept. It is noteworthy
that inducers are not specifically tailored towards PPI inference and
are likely to function as accurate classifiers for other ontology based
prediction tasks as well.

On a high-quality yeast PPI data set a peak prediction accuracy
of 0.95 (AUC) was achieved by theULCA inducer in combination
with a Random Forest classifier. We also showed that – in contrast
to sequence based inference methods – the cross-species prediction
accuracy of theULCA inducer is excellent.

When comparing the three individual ontologies of the GO we
found, in agreement with other studies, similarities in biological
process and cellular component annotation consistently to be
stronger indicators for protein interaction than molecular function
annotation.

The interest in and the number of ontologies is growing (see
http://www.obofoundry.org ) and we believe that methods
that can harvest the information latent within ontologies will
become increasingly important.
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